
CONTRA COSTA SUPERIOR COURT 
MARTINEZ, CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT:   12 
HEARING DATE:   06/08/18 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 
 

NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 
 

The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding 
the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 
request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 
parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 
no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 
timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 
arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) 
 
Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax or 
email notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be 
argued – with a STRONG PREFERENCE FOR EMAIL NOTIFICATION.  Dept. 12’s Fax Number 
is: (925) 608-2693.  Dept. 12’s email address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: 
this email address is not be used for any communication with the department except as expressly 
and specifically authorized by the court.  Any emails received in contravention of this order will be 
disregarded by the court and may subject the offending party to sanctions. 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the 
tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be 
attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 

 1.  TIME:  10:00   CASE#: MSC15-00702 
CASE NAME: MOSSOR VS ROLLE 
JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE/ 5 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear.  Plaintiff personally should also appear if it is correct that he intends to 
represent himself or change attorneys. 
 
Plaintiff’s counsel has advised the Court by phone call and fax that a settlement had been 
agreed upon, but that plaintiff himself has changed his mind about the settlement.  Counsel also 
advises that communication has broken down between herself and her client, and that plaintiff 
intends to represent himself.  She asks for a continuance of the trial. 
 
The Court wants to know the views of both counsel and both parties as to (1) whether there is or 
is not a settlement, (2) if not, the prospects for reaching one, (3) what plaintiff’s intentions are as 
to how he intends to proceed (including his legal representation), (4) whether the trial can go 
forward at this time, and (5) if not, what future course for this case is contemplated. 
 
Plaintiff’s counsel is directed to take reasonable steps to assure that her client is informed of the 
above. 
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 2.  TIME:  10:00   CASE#: MSC15-01459 
CASE NAME: LASKARI VS. DOES 1 TO 5 
HEARING ON OSC RE: WHY CASE SHOULD NOT BE DISMISSED FOR FAILURE 
TO PAY SANCTIONS. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This calendar date was apparently set by clerical or computer error.  To the Court’s knowledge 
there is nothing on calendar in this case before July 6. 

  

 3.  TIME:  10:00   CASE#: MSC16-01005 
CASE NAME: BRENNON B. VS. WCCUSD 
JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE/ 15 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This trial date was vacated by stipulation and ex parte application. 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC08-00992 
CASE NAME: PUTNAM VS ACKERMAN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ORDER DETERMINING AND DENYING CLAIM 
FILED BY PUTNAM LEASING COMPANY I, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Court continued the claim of exemption hearing to this date so that the parties would have 
time to complete an intervening OEX and use its results in determining the claim of exemption.  
The OEX, however, has not been completed yet (see Line 5).  This matter is therefore continued 
to July 6, 2018 at 9:00 a.m. 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC08-00992 
CASE NAME: PUTNAM VS ACKERMAN 
HEARING ON ORDER OF EXAMINATION AS TO KEVIN ACKERMAN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel and Mr. Ackerman to appear for continuation of the OEX, unless they have been able 
to work this out since the last OEX date. 
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01790 
CASE NAME: PETER CONEY VS. KELLY DOSSA 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION ON 5TH & 6TH CAUSES 
OF ACTION FILED BY KELLY DOSSA, SCOTT DOSSA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Dossas’ motion for summary adjudication as to the fifth and sixth causes of action of the 
Third Amended Complaint (“TAC”) is denied.  A triable issue of fact exists whether the claim is 
barred by the statute of limitations and, particularly, whether the Coneys were on inquiry notice 
as of May 2011 when they complained about encroachments on their easement.  (Disputed 
Material Fact Nos. 21, 31, 39; Additional Fact Nos.  10, 11, 12, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31, 32, 30(2), 33, 35, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44.)  (A numbering problem exists in the Coneys’ 
Separate Statement of Additional Facts, with some numbers being repeated two or three times.  
The number 30(2) above refers to the second occurrence of the number 30.)   
 

Background 
   
The central issue on this motion – whether the misrepresentation claims are barred by the 
statute of limitations – turns on one key point:  whether Peter Coney was on inquiry notice and 
bound to investigate his title, when he realized in May 2011 that the Dossas were erecting a 
fence around a sports court they had poured in his easement.   
 
The present motion, obviously, does not call on the Court to sort out the truth of the parties’ 
conflicting accounts of what did or didn’t happen in 2011.  In assessing the issue of inquiry 
notice, however, we must look to the content of the claims being asserted by the Coneys.  The 
key points are as follows.  Ann Coney testified that Kelly Dossa came to the Coney house one 
day in approximately 2003.  (Ex. B to Field Decl., A. Coney Depo., at 20:1-4; P. Coney Decl., 
¶ 4 (placing this visit in May 2003).)  Dossa asked if the Coneys would quitclaim the easement 
because the Dossa needed it to avoid having to get a variance from the building department in 
connection with some building the Dossas planned.  (Id. at 20:16-21:18.)  Dossa presented Ann 
Coney with three sheets of paper – a quitclaim deed, a schematic, and a description of the 
easement.  (Id. at 21:9-21.)  Coney said she had to discuss it with her husband.  (Id. at 22:3-5.) 
 
Ann’s husband Peter said he had reservations about signing the quitclaim deed because it 
would serve as a transfer of property.  (Id. at 24:19-22.)   He said to make it very clear to Dossa 
that “it is not to transfer property, and it was not to be recorded.”  (Id. at 30:4-12.) 
 
Ann Coney then had a telephone conversation with Kelly Dossa.  She let Dossa know Peter 
Coney’s concerns about the deed’s transferring property and being recorded, and Dossa 
assured Ann it would not.  (Id. at 31:8-18.)  Dossa said “it would not be used to transfer 
property, nor would it be recorded.”  (Id. at 32:17-20.) 
 
On June 13, 2003, the Coneys went to the Dossas’ house to sign the quitclaim deed.  Peter 
Coney said, “This isn’t to transfer property, correct?”  Kelly Dossa said “no” and took out a pen 
and marked out the recording part up in upper left-hand the corner.  (Ex. A to Field Decl., P. 
Coney Depo. at 207:11-121; 209:20-210.)  She said it would be used only so the Dossas could 
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obtain their building permit.  (Id. at 210:1-3.)  Kelly Dossa did not say the quitclaim deed was not 
a conveyance of property.  She said she would not use it as such.  (Id. at 228:17-22.)     
 
Ann Coney heard the tail end of this conversation and specifically that Peter Coney said, “So 
you will not use this to transfer property, nor will you record it?”  Dossa responded, “No”, then 
said the word “See,” and crossed out three lines on the deed that said, “Recording requested by 
North American Title Company.”  (A. Coney Depo. at 36:14-20; 38:20-25; 41:15-25; 42:4-22.)   
 
(Kelly Dossa denies making the assurances about which the Coneys testified and she and her 
husband state that the lines were crossed out when the deeds were presented at the recorder’s 
office on June 16, 2003, three days after the Coneys signed the quitclaim deed, not during the 
June 13 Dossa-Coney signing meeting.   (K. Dossa Decl., ¶ 22, 23; S. Dossa Decl., ¶ 16-18.)) 
 
The Dossas present evidence they needed the Coneys to quitclaim their interest in a 25’ portion 
of the Coneys’ easement along Walnut Boulevard, while retaining a larger portion that all parties 
used as an access road to their properties that is perpendicular to Walnut Boulevard.  The 
Coneys needed the quitclaim because they wanted to build near the easement and would 
violate a setback requirement unless they owned full rights to the 25’ strip. 
 
The Dossas constructed the addition to their property starting in 2004 and ending in 2008.  
(Undisputed Material Fact Nos. 26, 28.) 
 
In 2011, the Dossas poured a concrete sports court in the purportedly quitclaimed portion of the 
Coneys’ easement and enclosed it with a fence.  Peter Coney complained about this, including 
on May 31, 2011.  (Plaintiffs’ Additional Fact (“PAF”) Nos. 39, 40.)  On March 19, 2012, Peter 
Coney wrote to the Dossas, “The fence along Walnut Blvd. that you have constructed 
encroaches on our easement as does the recently added sports court.”  (PAF No. 41; Ex. B. to 
P. Coney Decl.)   
 
In response to Coney’s complaints, the Dossas said they knew what they were doing, but never 
said they had a right to do it because they were invoking the quitclaim deed and treating it as a 
transfer of property.  (See PAF No. 42-45.)   
 
In 2013, in connection with refinancing their home, the Coneys obtained a title report and saw 
nothing to indicate that the quitclaim deed had been recorded.  (PAF No. 46.)    
 
The Coneys filed this lawsuit on September 24, 2014, alleging causes of action for quiet title, 
declaratory relief, nuisance, infliction of emotional distress, injunctive relief, and trespass related 
to the parties’ competing claims whether parking is allowed in the area of the easement that was 
not quitclaimed, the Coneys’ demand that that no part of the easement be enclosed, and the 
Coneys’ claim that the Dossas had committed trespass by the erection of a fence.  (See 
Complaint, ¶¶ 13 (a)-(c), 30.)  
 
On December 8, 2014, in support of a demurrer, the Dossas filed a Request for Judicial Notice 
and attached a copy of the recorded quitclaim deed.  (See Ex. E to that Request.)  That is the 
first time the Coneys had actual knowledge the deed had been recorded.  (PAF 47.)  They then 
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amended their complaint to add the two causes of action for misrepresentation that the Dossas 
are challenging with this motion. 
 

Analysis 
 
The statute of limitations for fraud is three years.  (Code of Civil Procedure § 338(d).)  “The 
cause of action in that case is not deemed to have accrued until the discovery, by the aggrieved 
party, of the facts constituting the fraud or mistake.”  (Ibid.)  “The discovery rule only delays 
accrual until the plaintiff has, or should have, inquiry notice of the cause of action.”  (Fox v. 
Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 797, 807; see also (Bedolla v. Logan & Frazer 
(1975) 52 Cal.App.3d 118, 130 (““[T]he statute of limitations commences to run after one has 
knowledge of facts sufficient to make a reasonably prudent person suspicious of fraud, thus 
putting him on inquiry.”)  “A plaintiff has reason to discover a cause of action when he or she 
‘has reason at least to suspect a factual basis for its elements.’”  (Ibid.)  In this context, the 
elements of a cause of action refer to the generic elements of wrongdoing, causation, and harm.  
(Ibid.)  “Rather than examining whether the plaintiff suspect facts supporting each specific legal 
element of a particular cause of action, we look to whether the plaintiffs have reason to at least 
suspect that a type of wrongdoing has injured them.”  (Ibid.)   A cause of action may accrue 
even if the plaintiff does not have reason to suspect the defendant’s identity because that is not 
an element of the cause of action.  (Ibid.)   
 
The injury is an element of the cause of action, however.  Indeed, injury is normally the last 
element to occur.  It completes accrual and causes the statute of limitations to run in the first 
place, unless the discovery rule dictates a delayed accrual.  (See Fox, 35 Cal.4th at 809.)   The 
Dossas have not cited any cases which state the occurrence of one type of injury as a matter of 
law starts inquiry notice as to another type of injury.   In Grisham v. Philip Morris U.S.A., Inc. 
(2007) 40 Cal.4th 623, 643, the court held that the statute of limitations on plaintiff’s economic 
claims based on the theory that cigarettes are a defective product began to run on a different 
date then her claims for physical injuries.  “Here, what is alleged are two different types of injury, 
one serious physical injury or injuries, the other an economic injury, giving rise to two different 
types of action. The economic injury was a more or less immediate result of Grisham's addiction 
to cigarettes, whereas her physical injuries occurred after many years of smoking....  Philip 
Morris cites no authority, and we have found none, for the proposition that the rule that the 
statute of limitations commences with the infliction of appreciable injury bars suits based on a 
later manifesting injury of a different type.” 
 
Here, the injury the Coneys were aware of in 2011 was their possessory right to be free from 
injury to their property caused by an encroachment, not their economic right not to lose title to 
that property due to fraud or their personal right not to be deceived to their detriment.  There is 
no reason that the encroachment in 2011 had to start inquiry notice about the fraud as a matter 
of law.  The two are entirely different kinds of harm.  To rule otherwise would be to hold that 
every time a property owner knew of a trespass he should also suspect the trespasser was in 
reality claiming he in fact owned the property.  True, there is a context here absent from the 
abstract case:  Peter Coney had quitclaimed a portion of his easement.  However, the natural 
response of an accused trespasser in such situation would be to say, “No, I am not trespassing.  
You gave me that property.”  The Dossas did not say this.  A reasonable trier of fact could find 
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that the encroachment did not put the Coneys on inquiry notice regarding the alleged fraud and 
thus that the fifth and sixth causes of action are not barred by the statute of limitations.   
 
None of the multitude of statute of limitations cases the Dossas have cited compels a contrary 
conclusion.  Fox was a case that actually favored the plaintiff, giving her leave to amend her 
complaint to allege she did not discover her surgical injury was caused by a defective product 
rather than by medical malpractice until testimony in a deposition in her case, and it explicitly 
states, “[r]esolution of the statute of limitations issue is normally a question of fact.”  (35 Cal.4th 
at 810.)   
 
In Norgart v. Upjohn Co. (1999) 21 Cal.4th 383, the plaintiff’s decedent committed suicide.  
Within a year of the death the plaintiff suspected wrongdoing by someone.  He also knew that 
prescription vials, including two for Halcion, had been found near the bed where the decedent 
died.  (21 Cal.4th at 392.)  However, he did not sue the maker of Halcion until several years 
later when media reports surfaced that Halcion was a dangerous product.   
 
In both Norgart and Fox, the same injury was involved from the start – bodily injury in Fox and 
wrongful death in Norgart.  The only open question was who was responsible for that injury.  
Here, encroachment on one’s land is a different injury from fraudulently inducing execution of a 
deed that makes the property actually someone else’s.  In Norgart, the Court of Appeal 
expressed concern that a “plaintiff's suspicion as to one ... act of wrongdoing does not 
necessarily lead the plaintiff to suspect another ... act of wrongdoing.”  The California Supreme 
Court did not say this concern was unfounded.  It said the plaintiff himself had alleviated it by 
admitted he actually held that suspicion.  (Norgart, 21 Cal.4th at 407.)  The Coneys have not 
made that admission here. 
 
Kitzig v. Nordquist (2000) 81 Cal.App.4th 1384, 1392, was a dental malpractice case where the 
plaintiff was concerned enough about her treatment while still seeing her dentist to consult with 
a second one.  The second dentist told her a hole in her sinus that resulted from the first 
dentist’s treatment would probably heal on its own.  The case went to the jury.  The jury found 
that plaintiff’s cause of action had not accrued simply because she sought the consultation.  The 
court affirmed the verdict on appeal.  It noted that the suspicions that caused plaintiff to seek the 
consultation “did not pertain to the injury for which she later sought recovery.”   
 
The Dossas cite Weir v. Snow (1962) 210 Cal. App. 2d 283, for the proposition that “whether 
there has been ‘discovery’ of fraud within the contemplation of the statute is a question of law to 
be determined by the court from the facts pleaded” (Opening Brief at 9:21-23), implying that the 
court rather than the trier of fact must resolve the issue here.  While the Dossas have accurately 
quoted language from Weir, they have not captured Weir’s holding.  The holding is narrower 
than that, and is consistent with the repeated statements elsewhere that discovery of the cause 
of action is ordinarily a question of fact.  (Fox, 35 Cal.4th at 810; Clinton v. Smith (1968) 268 
Cal.App.2d 550, 554 (issue resolved at trial).  Only where “uncontradicted facts established 
through discovery are susceptible of only one legitimate inference [is] summary judgment ... 
proper.”  (Jolly v. Eli Lilly & Co. (1988) 44 Cal.3d 1103, 1112.) 
 
The precise issue in Weir was whether a declaration submitted in opposition to a motion for 
summary judgment was sufficient to create a triable issue of fact regarding discovery when it 
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merely alleged there had been concealment, but did not set forth the facts of concealment with 
particularity.  Such language is much more akin to the language one finds in cases ruling on 
demurrers.  The court in Weir said as much, initially noting that the plaintiff did not even submit a 
declaration, only her attorney, who lacked personal knowledge, did.  Then the court said, “the 
declaration ... does not set forth facts with particularity; it contains nothing more than the general 
allegations of a pleading. ... an affidavit which contains no evidentiary statements but merely 
repeats the general allegations of the pleading is similarly useless. ... The declaration filed on 
behalf of plaintiff does not set forth facts which negate [the] defenses.”  (Id. at 290-91, 292-93.)   
 
Here, the declarations do set forth the facts to delay accrual of the cause of action with 
particularity.  In a summary judgment context, there is an initial legal question whether alleged 
facts in a declaration are legally sufficient to be presented to a reasonable trier of fact and then 
a second question whether a reasonable trier of fact could find for the nonmoving party on those 
facts.  The declarations here clear both hurdles.  Those in Weir did not even meet the first.  That 
is why their sufficiency was a question of law there. 
 
If the Coneys had any suspicion that the representations were false any earlier than December 
2014, they had every reason to add their current misrepresentation claims to the complaint they 
originally filed.  It is not as though they completely sat on their rights.  They filed a seven-page, 
six cause of action complaint over the rights they then believed had been violated.  It would 
have been simple to add these two additional causes of action if they had any actual suspicion 
of misrepresentation then.  Whether they should have had suspicion in 2011 is for the trier of 
fact. 
 
The Court also declines to “summarily adjudicate” the individual claims of misrepresentation.   
The court may summarily adjudicate only a complete cause of action.  Here, the TAC alleges 
the Dossas said various things, all at the same times and places, that were fraudulent.   It is 
improper to grant summary judgment on individual claims of wrongdoing within the same cause 
of action.  (See Hindin v. Rust (2004) 118 Cal.App.4th 1247, 1256-60 (improper for trial court to 
grant summary judgment as to some, but not all, acts of malicious prosecution within single 
cause of action for that tort).  The court does not consider the practice of pleading all 
misrepresentations made at the same time and place and/or on the same subject as being a 
“pleading tactic” designed to prevent summary adjudication from being granted as to a cause of 
action based on a single primary right.  In Lilienthal, plaintiff sought to recover damages “based 
on two separate and distinct obligations.”  (Lilienthal & Fowler v. Superior Court (1993) 12 
Cal.App.4th 1848, 1852; and at 1854-55 (“separate and distinct wrongful acts”).)  Here, the 
Coneys seek relief based on one obligtation:  the obligation not to make the misrepresentations 
that Kelly Dossa allegedly made in June 2003.  Therefore, the court declines to follow the 
approach taken by the court in Lilienthal.  
 
What the Dossas seek is the type of relief commonly sought through motions in limine or other 
requests for orders at trial.  (Hindin, supra, 12 Cal.App.4th at 1259-60.)  There is simply no 
permissible method for the court in a motion for summary adjudication to rule on their individual 
requests that this or that piece of evidence be excluded from trial, and the court declines to do 
so. 
 

Rulings on Evidentiary Objections 
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 The Coneys’ Objections Filed 5/25/18 
 
 1 – Overruled.  Admitted on the issue of what the declarant believed, not for the truth of 
the opinion asserted.  (See also People v. Harris (1978) 85 Cal.App.3d 954, 957.)   
 4 – Overruled.   
 5 – Overruled. 
 6 – Overruled. 
 7 – Overruled. 
 8 – Overruled. 
 9 – Overruled. 
 10 – Overruled. 
 11 – Overruled. 
 12 – Same as 1 
 13 – Same as 2. 
 14 – Same as 3. 
 15 – Overruled. 
 16 – Overruled. 
 17 – Overruled. 
 18 – Overruled. 
 19 – Overruled. 
 20 – Overruled. 
 21 – Overruled. 
 22 – Overruled. 
 23 – Overruled. 
 24 – Overruled.  (See People v. Harris (1978) 85 Cal.App.3d 954, 957.)   
 25 – Overruled. 
 26 – Overruled. 
 27 – Overruled. 
 28 – Overruled. 
 29 – Overruled. 
 30 – Overruled. 
 
 The Dossas’ Objections Filed 6/1/08 
 
 1 – Overruled. 
 2 – Overruled. 
 3 – Overruled. 
 4 – Overruled. 
 5 – Overruled.  (See CCP § 2025.460 (b).)   
 6 – Overruled. 
 7 – Overruled. 
 8 – Overruled. 
 9 – Sustained. 
 10 – Sustained. 
 11 – Overruled. 
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 12 – Overruled.  Allowed not for the conclusion that the deed was altered, but in support 
of the implied testimony that the document recorded was different from the document he signed. 
 13 – Sustained. 
 14 – Sustained as to the following words:  “And that is important because.” 
 15 – Overruled, but reading “, which” as “that.” 
 16 – Sustained. 
 17 – Sustained. 
 18 – Overruled. 
 19 – Sustained.  Further, the Dossas do not dispute that they intended to record the 
quitclaim deed. 
 20 – Overruled. 
 21 – Sustained.   
 22 – Overruled.  The Dossas argue the Coneys “expected the Dossas to be complicit 
with a scheme to perpetrate a fraud upon the County ...”  (Reply Brief at 2:23) and that the 
Coneys “concocted a plan to dupe the County ...”  (Reply Brief at 6:21.)  This evidence would 
tend to prove that the scheme originated with the Dossas. 
 23 – Sustained (foundation).   
 24 – Overruled. 
 25 – Sustained (foundation).   
 26 – Sustained (all grounds but relevance). 
 27 – Sustained. 
 
Dossas’ Request for Judicial Notice filed 3/14/18 
 
The court grants this unopposed request.  It takes judicial notice of the existence and contents 
of the attached Exhibits A-H. 
 
Coneys’ Request for Judicial Notice filed 5/25/18 
 
The court grants this unopposed request.  It takes judicial notice of the existence and contents 
of the attached Exhibits A-G.  The Court notes that it would have made things easier for 
everyone concerned if the attorneys hadn’t used the same letter identifications for their 
respective RJN exhibits. 
  

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01790 
CASE NAME: PETER CONEY VS. KELLY DOSSA 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION FILED BY SCOTT DOSSA, 
KELLY DOSSA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Dossas’ motion for summary adjudication on the second cause of action of their Amended 
Cross-Complaint for Declaratory Relief and Quiet Title filed February 10, 2016 is denied.  The 
Dossas have not met their initial burden on the motion; they have not established that they are 
entitled to summary adjudication as a matter of law; and/or their motion will not completely 
dispose of a cause of action.   
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The Dossas seek summary adjudication as to their second cause of action, for Quiet Title.  “A 
motion for summary adjudication shall be granted only if it completely disposes of a cause of 
action ....”  (Code of Civil Procedure § 437c(f)(1).)   
 
The elements of a cause of action for quiet title include the title as to which a determination is 
sought, the adverse claims as to which a determination is sought, and the date as of which the 
determination is sought.  (Code of Civil Procedure § 761.020(a)-(c).) 
 
Here the Amended Cross-Complaint alleges the Dossas own 4415 Walnut Boulevard in Walnut 
Creek, as well as a non-exclusive easement for use as a roadway over a strip of land owned by 
their neighbors, including the Coneys, who own 4403 Walnut Boulevard.  (Amended Cross-
Complaint, ¶¶ 7, 8, 11.)  The Dossas obtained title by a Grant Deed dated August 10, 1998, 
recorded August 24, 1998.  (¶ 9.)  The Coneys obtained title later, by a Grant Deed dated 
November 1, 1999, recorded December 1, 1999.  (¶ 11 and Ex. D to Amended Cross-
Complaint.)  The Coneys originally owned a reciprocal easement over the Coney property, but 
that easement was modified by a grant of some or all of it to the Coneys by a Quitclaim Deed 
dated October 9, 2002, recorded June 16, 2003.  (¶ 12, 14; Ex. E.)    
 
The second cause of action goes on to allege the adverse claim as to which a determination is 
sought:  the claim of the Coneys that the Dossas’ “claims are without any right, and [the Dossas] 
have no right, title, estate, lien or interest in the easement or property or any part of it which is 
superior to [the Coneys’] interest.”  (¶ 25.)  Finally, the second cause of action alleges the date 
as of which the Dossas seek a determination that their title is quieted as to the Coneys’ claims:  
August 24, 1998.  (¶ 25, 29.) 
 
This statement of facts reveals the defect in this motion.  The problem is imprecision, not to say 
confusion, as to exactly what title the Coneys are seeking to quiet, and as of when.  Under any 
of the possible permutations, however, the Coneys cannot prevail on this motion. 
 
If the motion seeks merely a determination of the title the Dossas had as of August 24, 1998, as 
the Dossas assert (see Opening Brief at 2:2-8) – and hence, not any determination whether the 
Quitclaim deed executed in 2002 and recorded in 2003 is voidable for fraud – then the fails 
because the Dossas have not met their initial burden.  That is because title can be quieted only 
as to an adverse claim, and the Dossas have not alleged or established that the adverse claim 
identified in the Amended Cross-Complaint existed as of the date as of which the determination 
is sought (August 24, 1998).  The Amended Cross-Complaint and the moving papers do not 
establish any adverse claim earlier than 1999, when the Coneys took title to their property. 
 
On the other hand, if the motion seeks a determination of the title owned by the Dossas on or 
after the Coneys gave them the Quitclaim Deed in 2002, then the motion fails because the 
Dossas have not met their initial burden to show that the Quitclaim Deed is not voidable for 
fraud. 
 
Finally, if the second cause of action actually seeks a determination of title as of August 24, 
1998, but seeks to “quiet that 1998 title” as against adverse claims that arose after August 24, 
1998 (and why else use the term “nunc pro tunc,” which implies retroactive correction of an 
error), it disposes of only part of a cause of action because it addresses the Dossa’s title only as 
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of August 24, 1998, before the Coneys’ adverse claims existed, and not subsequently, when 
those adverse claims arose.   
 
For all of these reasons, the motion is denied. 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02349 
CASE NAME: DUMAS VS BANK OF AMERICA 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPEL DEPOSITION OF TAMARA DUMAS FILED 
BY BANK OF AMERICA, N.A. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion to compel Tamara Dumas’s appearance for deposition is granted.  Tamara 
Dumas is ordered to appear at the office of defendant’s counsel for deposition at a date to be 
provided by defendant in its Order After Hearing hereon, but no earlier than two weeks after 
service of the Order After Hearing (unless counsel and Ms. Dumas agree on a different date). 
 
Sanctions are awarded in the amount of $610, payable by Ms. Dumas to defendant’s counsel 
within 30 days after service of the Order After Hearing.  These sanctions are in addition to any 
sanctions previously awarded. 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01795 
CASE NAME: PATERSON VS. DELTA BAY GROUP 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT SET BY COURT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant Scott Clare’s Motion for Summary Judgment, or, in the alternative, Summary 
Adjudication is denied as to the fifth and sixth causes of action.  An issue of fact remains 
whether Clare was a bona fide purchaser and/or Clare has failed to meet his burden to show 
that he is not charged with the knowledge of his agent, Chicago Title Company.  (See Disputed 
Material Fact Nos.  10, 16, 17, 26 and Plaintiff’s’ Additional Fact Nos. 36, 40, 42-47.) 
 
In their Opposition, plaintiffs state they are “withdrawing and dismissing, without prejudice, as to 
Defendant Scott Clare,” the first, second, third, fourth, and seventh causes of action.  No 
dismissal has been filed, however.  The court therefore grants summary adjudication as to 
those causes of action as to defendant Scott Clare.  Clare has made a proper showing for 
summary adjudication as to those causes of action, and plaintiffs make no effort to show 
otherwise.  Absent stipulation or a motion to amend, plaintiffs cannot evade Clare’s meritorious 
motion by trying to use the label “without prejudice”. 
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The resolution of this motion then turns on whether the facts are undisputed and defendant 
Clare is entitled to judgment as a matter of law as to the fifth and sixth causes of action. 
 
This action concerns the attempt of plaintiffs to recover the $900,000 in value they were owed 
from a $1.2 million undeveloped 49-acre piece of real property in Byron that they transferred to 
a limited liability company, Delta Bay Group, LLC (“Delta”) as their capital contribution when the 
joined Delta.  (They were paid $300,000 in cash when they made the contribution.) 
 
Delta was originally formed on September 23, 2011.  Its first Operating Agreement was signed 
on October 1, 2011.  The members then were Enspiren Group, LLC; Spicy Vines, LLC; Jim 
Winslow; Robert Paterson, and Scott Clare. 
 
The Operating Agreement that governs this lawsuit (the “OA”) was entered on November 18, 
2011.  As of that date Clare withdrew from Delta, and the new OA included special provisions to 
protect plaintiffs’ capital contribution and to make clear that Delta’s business was to develop, 
own, manage, finance, hold for investment, and/or sell the Property.  (Pltf’s Ex. 12, § 2.5.1.)  
(Plaintiffs’ actual transfer of title to the Property to Delta occurred on January 17, 2012.) 
 
One such provision is section 5.5.1.  That section states that while Delta is generally managed 
by its three managers, Paul Hoffman, Crystalyn Hoffman, and Jonathan Pederson (Id., § 2.9 
and 5.1), the managers have no authority without first obtaining the “affirmative vote or written 
consent of all the Members” to sell, exchange or otherwise dispose of “all, or substantially all, of 
the Company’s assets ... except in the liquidation ... of the business of the Company.”  (Id., § 5.5 
and 5.5.1.)  However, “if Robert Paterson does not receive distributions from the Company in 
amounts no less than its initial capital contributions, plus interest ... prior to December 1, 2014, 
then Robert Paterson shall have the unilateral authority to and may cause the Company to sell 
all or any portion of the Property ... on terms ... determined by Robert Paterson, in which event 
from the proceeds from such sale the Company shall make distributions first to Robert Paterson 
in the priorities set forth in Exhibit D to this Agreement.  (Id., § 5.5.1.)  Exhibit E then provides 
that Robert Paterson is entitled to a priority distribution of $900,000 plus interest in no event 
later than December 1, 2013.  The Property constituted all or substantially all of Delta’s assets.  
 
Another such provision is section 5.2, which states that while actions can generally be taken by 
a majority of the managers, until Robert Paterson receives his $900,000 distribution, “the 
consent of Paul ... Hoffman shall be required for approval of any decision by the Managers.”  
(Id., § 5.2.)   
 
Apparently, nothing in the OA prevented Delta from encumbering the Property while attempting 
to develop it (see Ex. 12, § 5.4.3), and this Delta did vigorously, giving Deeds of Trust to various 
creditors exceeding $900,000 over the next year or two, beginning in February 2012.  (See Ex. 
D (Master Escrow Statement) to Clare’s Verified Cross-Complaint in Pltf’s Ex. 10.)  One such 
Deed of Trust was given to the departed member, Scott Clare, on February 1, 2012, for an 
alleged loan of $150,000 or $160,500.  The court says “alleged loan” because Clare gave 
curious testimony concerning that loan, including that it was all handled by his broker, Jeff 
Nelson; Clare cannot recall any of the details of the loan, including the amount; and he has no 
paperwork concerning it.  (Pltf’s Ex. 14.) 
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Fifth Cause of Action, Constructive Trust 
 
The fifth cause of action seeks the imposition of a constructive trust or the declaration of a de 
facto partnership.  It alleges that defendant Clare had actual or constructive knowledge of the 
protections built into the OA for plaintiffs’ benefit and took title to the Property in violation of the 
OA and of plaintiffs’ rights to resort to the Property to enforce their right to a return on their 
equity investment in Delta.  (Def.s’ Ex. 1, First Amended Complaint (“FAC”) ¶ 38, 40, 42, 43, 
69.) 
 
Clare argues that he had no actual notice of the provisions of the OA because he withdrew from 
Delta before it became effective (albeit on the same day).  (One might wonder whether Clare 
really did not know about or look at the superseding OA while his own departure was being 
negotiated, but no one asserts such a theory at this juncture.) 
 
A constructive trust is a remedial device primarily created to prevent unjust enrichment; equity 
compels the restoration to another of property to which the holder thereof is not justly entitled.  
(Martin v. Kehl (1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 228, 237.)  The principal constructive trust situations are 
set forth in Civil Code §§ 2223 and 2224. Section 2223 provides that “[one] who wrongfully 
detains a thing is an involuntary trustee thereof, for the benefit of the owner.”  (Italics added.) 
Section 2224 provides that “[one] who gains a thing by fraud, accident, mistake, undue 
influence, the violation of a trust, or other wrongful act, is, unless he has some other and better 
right thereto, an involuntary trustee of the thing gained, for the benefit of the person who would 
otherwise have had it.  “The only conditions necessary to create a constructive trust are those 
stated in the above sections.”  (Ibid.)  These sections state general principles for a court's 
guidance rather than restrictive rules.  A constructive trust “may be imposed in practically any 
case where there is a wrongful acquisition or detention of property to which another is entitled.”  
(Ibid.)   
 
Three conditions must usually be shown to impose a constructive trust:  (1) a specific 
identifiable property interest; (2) plaintiff’s right to the property interest; and (3) defendant’s 
acquisition or detention of the property interest by some wrongful act.   (See Calistoga Civic 
Club v. City of Calistoga (1982) 143 Cal.App.3d 111, 116.)   
 
Establishment of the first two elements does not require plaintiffs to establish that they held legal 
title to real property.  The property interest may be in real or personal property and it may be an 
equitable as well as a legal interest.  (See Martin v. Kehl (1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 228 (equitable 
title only; while plaintiff furnished down payment for real property, the deed to the property was 
in defendant’s name); Calistoga, supra (the Club held title to the building; a constructive trust 
was imposed to require the building to house the City’s public library); Douglas v. Superior Court 
(1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 155, 159-160 (an automobile and other property purchased with 
commissions wrongfully withheld from plaintiff); Elliott v. Elliott (1964) 231 Cal.App.2d 205 (a 
promissory note).   
 
Defendant has not demonstrated by undisputed facts that plaintiffs cannot establish one or more 
of the essential elements of this claim.  True, plaintiffs relinquished title to the Property when 
they deeded it to Delta, but the property interest need not be a real property interest.  It can be 
the right to the proceeds from the sale of property or an equitable interest in property.  (See 
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Martin, supra; Webb v. Vercoe (1927) 201 Cal. 754, 763; Siciliano v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. 
(1976) 62 Cal.App.3d 745, 757-58; GHK Assocs. v. Mayer Group (1990) 224 Cal.App.3d 856, 
877-78.) 
 
 Here, plaintiffs had the express right to force a sale of the Property by December 1, 2013 or 
2014, and before that a right to all the proceeds from a sale up to the $900,000 plus accrued 
interest they were owed.  Thus, defendant has not established that plaintiffs cannot meet the 
first or second elements. 
 
Defendant has also not established that plaintiffs cannot meet the third element.  The 
defendant’s acquisition or retention of the property interest need be wrongful only in the sense 
that continued retention of that interest by the defendant “would constitute unjust enrichment.”  
(Calistoga, supra, 143 Cal.App.3d at 116. 
 
Here, a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that Clare’s retention of the Property would 
constitute unjust enrichment on at least two bases.  First, Clare would be entitled to foreclose on 
his Deed of Trust only if he genuinely made a loan to Delta.  There is a factual issue whether he 
did.  Clare submitted a declaration dated December 28, 2017 stating that he loaned $150,000 to 
Delta.  (Clare Decl., ¶ 7.)  Yet when he gave his deposition on February 13, 2018, he could not 
recall anything about the loan, including the amount, and had no documents, such as a 
promissory note or bank records, to show he had actually given Delta any money.  (See Pltf’s 
Ex. 14, Clare Depo.)  A reasonable trier of fact could conclude that a person who loans another 
$150,000 will both recall the amount and have a record of it, and thus could conclude that 
Clare’s Declaration is untruthful and that there never was a loan. 
 
Second, Paterson has rights superior to Clare if Clare was not a bona fide purchaser.  Clare is 
entitled to summary adjudication only if he establishes that he is a bona fide purchaser as a 
matter of law. 
 
“[A] bona fide purchaser for value who acquires his interest in real property without notice of 
another's asserted rights in the property takes the property free of such unknown rights.”  
Melendrez v. D & I Investment, Inc. (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1238, 1251.  On the other hand, a 
person who is not a bona fide purchaser takes title subject to those rights.  (See GHK, 224 
Cal.App.3d at 879 (“Although the expungement of a lis pendens wipes out constructive notice of 
a lawsuit ... the expungement does not insulate from a damages award ... a subsequent 
purchaser of the Property ... which, with actual knowledge of [another’s] contractual rights, 
purchased the Property and conspired to develop the Project in derogation of [the other’s] rights 
under the agreements”).  A person “who acquires property from another with knowledge that the 
transferor has merely the legal title, equitable ownership being in a third person, is deemed to 
hold the land, goods or securities charged with a trust in favor of the equitable owner; and the 
latter may maintain a suit to establish ownership and compel a transfer of the property.”  (Lucas 
v. Associacao Protectora Uniao Madeirense (1943) 61 Cal.App.2d 344, 351-52.)  “Where the 
transferee has knowledge of the trust, it is of no importance that he acted in good faith or 
without intention of perpetrating a wrong.”  (Ibid.) 
 
To be a bona fide purchaser, the buyer must “(1) purchase the property in good faith for value, 
and (2) have no knowledge or notice of the asserted rights of another.  ‘A person generally has 
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‘notice’ of a particular fact if that person has knowledge of circumstances which, upon 
reasonable inquiry, would lead to that particular fact.’”  Melendrez, 127 Cal.App.4th at 1251 
(emphasis added.)  See also Civil Code §§ 18, 19. 
 
Plaintiffs argue that Clare was not a bona fide purchaser because his agent, Chicago Title 
Company (“CTC”) knew of the provisions of the OA that restricted transfer of the Property.  
Clare argues that CTC was only an escrow agent, and he is not chargeable with its knowledge.  
Further, he argues that he had no duty to meet any initial burden regarding this agency issue 
under the allegations of the FAC.  He argues plaintiffs had the burden to submit the escrow 
agreement or instructions into evidence if they wished to show that CTC had obligations beyond 
those of a typical escrow agent.  In a related point, Clare argues that the FAC attached an 
earlier version of the OA, and that his motion did not need to address the actual OA, i.e., the 
version of the Operating Agreement that was actually in effect. 
 
The court disagrees on all points.  It must have been obvious to all parties as discovery 
progressed which Operating Agreements were signed and which were not, so the court is not 
sympathetic to the claim that defendant Clare did not appreciate which Operating Agreement he 
had to address in his motion.   
 
Further, the FAC contains the following allegations pertinent to the agency issue.  All 
defendants, including the Doe defendants were and are agents of each other (¶ 18).  (CTC is a 
named defendant.)  It was the custom of CTC to require “a copy of the limited liability company’s 
operating agreement and other corporate documents that might affect title to the property.”  
(¶ 38.)  It followed that practice here and had “notice of the terms and conditions of Delta’s 
operating agreement as they affected title to the Property, and in particular, had notice that 
Delta’s title to the property was subject to a power of termination in favor of Plaintiffs.”  (Ibid.)  By 
reasons of “CTC’s roles as trustee under the deeds of trust ... [sic] was an agent of ... Clare ... 
and, pursuant to Civil Code section 2332, such defendants had notice of the terms and 
provisions of Delta’s operating agreement as they affected title to the Property, and in particular, 
had notice that Delta’s title to the property was subject to a power of termination in favor of 
Plaintiffs.”  (¶ 43.)   
 
Further, as to who had what burden, the Court observes that if Clare wants to win summary 
judgment or adjudication on the basis that CTC was merely an escrow and not an all-purposes 
agent, it is up to him as the movant to establish that fact essential to his motion.  He cannot win 
summary judgment by arguing that plaintiffs should have attached the agency documents. 
 
Clare therefore had an initial burden to disprove these allegations of agency and notice.  He was 
the one initially required to put the agency agreement into evidence if he claimed it was relevant.  
Accordingly, an issue remains whether he was free of knowledge of plaintiffs’ rights when he 
took title to the Property. 
 
Sixth Cause of Action, Quiet Title 
 
 The comments above establish that Clare is not entitled to summary adjudication of this 
quiet title cause of action either.  Clare’s arguments here are essentially the same as his 
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arguments regarding the constructive trust cause of action.  (Also, see Warren v. ATSF Ry. Co. 
(1993) 19 Cal.App.3d 24, 32-33.) 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01795 
CASE NAME: PATERSON VS. DELTA BAY GROUP 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This case is set for further Case Management Conference on October 30, 2018 at 8:30 a.m. 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02460 
CASE NAME: PALMA VS SABHLOK 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY A.K. 
SABHLOK 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant A.K. Sabhlok’s motion for judgment on the pleadings is denied.  In addition, the 

Court sets a case management conference in this case for October 30, 2018 at 8:30 a.m.  

This matter was previously continued so that the parties could comply with Code of Civil 

Procedure §439. Defendant has now submitted a declaration in compliance with that section. 

The matter was continued a second time so that Defendant could respond to Plaintiffs’ 

unauthorized supplemental opposition.  

Defendant failed to comply with California Rules of Court, Rule 3.1113(f). Tables of authorities 

and contents are generally useful (and required in memoranda over 10 pages) and would have 

been especially useful given Defendant’s oversized brief.  

The Sequential Litigations Between These Parties 

Palma I:  Palma sued Sabhlok for declaratory relief (MSC15-01917) on October 14, 2015.  In 

that case, Palma alleged that the parties had entered into a written lease in 2013 and there was 

a dispute about whether Palma had renewed the lease for two years. 
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The only information available about the disposition of Palma I is in the Court’s file in that case, 

and it is both cursory and contradictory.  The minutes of a CMC held on June 29, 2016 state: 

ATTY BONIS [Palma’s attorney] REQUESTS THE COURT DISMISS THIS CASE 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE.   

MR. SABHLOK ADVISES THE COURT HE INTENDS TO PURSUE ATTY FEES 
AND COSTS AS THE PREVAILING PARTY.  

DISMISSAL ENTERED/FILED ON THE COMPLAINT OF PALMA  

CIVIL SAD BEFORE TRIAL - CT. ORD. DISM. - OTHER DISMISSAL  
WITHOUT PREJUDICE.  

The judgment entered on September 14, 2016, however, gives a different account.  It recites 

that the Court heard from the parties during a CMC and “in open court Defendant made a 

motion for the dismissal of the action based on res judicata. Plaintiff’s counsel conceded to Res 

Judicata and court dismissed the action based on res judicata.” Judgment was entered for 

Defendant with costs of $645.”  The Court surmises that the assertion of res judicata rested on 

the judgment in the intervening unlawful detainer action, but that is unconfirmed. 

Palma II:  Meanwhile, Sabhlok filed an unlawful detainer complaint against Palma on December 

2, 2015 (MS15-0839).  Palma was successful in the unlawful detainer after trial. Commissioner 

Richards made the follow judgment:  “JUDGMENT FOR DEFENDANT; THE LEASE GIVES 

DEFENDANT THE SOLE POWER TO EXTEND THE LEASE FOR AN ADDITIONAL 2 YEARS. 

TENANT MADE IT CLEAR THAT THEY WANTED TO EXTEND. PLAINTIFF WAIVED THE 

WRITTEN NOTICE BY WORD AND CONDUCT. COSTS TO BE AWARDED TO DEFENDANT 

BY MEANS OF A MEMORANDUM OF COSTS.” 

Palma III:  The present action may be called Palma III.  Palma and his business partner Stacy 

Stone sue Sabhlok on several causes of action.  Of these, the last three (the seventh, eighth, 

and ninth) allege claims concerning use of a business name.  Sabhlok does not contend that 

these counts are barred by the prior litigations.  His present motion contends, however, that the 

first six causes of action are barred by either res judicata (claim preclusion), collateral estoppel 

(issue preclusion), or the related principle of mandatory cross-claims. 

Palma and Stone do not contest that their first six causes of action arise from the same landlord-

tenant dispute as the prior two actions, revolving largely around issues of whether, when, and 

for how long the lease was renewed.  They argue against preclusion, however, on other 

grounds (some of which were presented only belatedly in a supplemental brief).  The Court 

concludes they are right, and denies the motion. 

Res Judicata from Palma I 

Sabhlok argues that Palma I bars the lease-related claims in the present action on principles of 

res judicata.  The problem with this theory is that Palma I was a declaratory relief action.  Under 

settled law, such an action does not give rise to res judicata (or claim preclusion).  To hold 
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otherwise would undermine the efficiency value of declaratory relief lawsuits. (E.g., Mycogen 

Corp. v. Monsanto Co. (2002) 28 Cal.4th 888, 899; see also Code of Civil Procedure §1062.) 

In Mycogen the court held that the claim preclusion exception for declaratory relief cases did not 

apply to a case seeking both declaratory and injunctive relief. The court explained that “[u]nlike 

coercive relief (such as damages, specific performance, or an injunction) in which a party is 

ordered by the court to do or to refrain from doing something, a declaratory judgment merely 

declares the legal relationship between the parties. Under the provisions of the Act, a 

declaratory judgment action may be brought to establish rights once a conflict has arisen, or a 

party may request declaratory relief as a prophylactic measure before a breach occurs.” (Id. at 

898.) The latter description fits Palma I, in which Palma sought no damages, specific 

performance, injunction, or other coercive relief. 

Sabhlok argues that Mycogen applies here because Palma sought attorney fees in Palma I. 

Defendant’s argument assumes that the requested fees are the type of coercive relief that would 

take Palma I out of the claim preclusion exception. As explained below, that assumption is 

incorrect. Along with seeking a declaration of rights, Palma requested “reasonable attorneys’ 

fees pursuant to the lease” and “other relief the court deems proper.” (Palma I Comp. Prayer for 

Relief.) The lease attached to Palma I contains a clause providing for attorney’s fees to the 

prevailing party who sues to “enforce the terms [of the lease] or declare rights [under the lease].” 

(Palma I Comp. Ex. A §15.14.) Although Palma did not reference Civil Code §1717, it appears 

that he was requesting attorney fees in Palma I pursuant to § 1717.  

Requesting attorney fees as a prevailing party under Civil Code § 1717 is not the same as 

seeking attorney fees as damages in a complaint. In Monster, LLC v. Superior Court (2017) 12 

Cal.App.5th 1214, the court considered whether a cross-complaint seeking only attorney fees 

under a contract was a request for “damages” for breach of a contract, which triggers the right to 

a jury trial. The court concluded that it was. (Id. at 1231.) The court distinguished between 

requesting attorney fees as a prevailing party under Civil Code §1717 and as seeking 

essentially those same fees as damages in a cause of action: “[w]hen sought by the ‘prevailing 

party … as an incident to [the] judgment [citation], attorney's fees may be ‘properly awarded [as 

a form of cost] after entry of a … judgment’ [citation])). However, when ‘fees are part of the relief 

sought[, they] must be pleaded and proved at trial.’ [Citation.]” (Id. at 1228.) This distinction 

supports a finding that when a request for attorney fees is included in a claim that is otherwise 

solely for declaratory relief then it is not a request for coercive relief that would remove the claim 

from the claim preclusion exception in Code of Civil Procedure §1062. In the latter setting, 

seeking attorney fees as a prevailing party is essentially a subset of seeking costs as a 

prevailing party. Neither represents seeking any money as affirmative damages for the claims 

asserted in the case. Seeking fees on that basis doesn’t make the case one for coercive relief 

under Mycogen, any more than seeking ordinary costs would do. 

In addition, permitting attorney fees as part of pure declaratory relief claim is consistent with the 

purpose of the declaratory relief statutes. The main purpose of a pure declaratory relief claim is 

that “ ‘[i]t enables a party to prompt adjudication without a dispute over the damages suffered.’ 
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[Citation.]” (Mycogen, 28 Cal.4th at 899.) A request for attorney fees under Civil Code §1717 is 

incidental to the judgment (Monster, 12 Cal.App.5th at 1228), and thus it will not delay a 

determination on a pure declaratory relief claim because the attorney fees finding occurs after 

determination of the parties’ rights.  

Therefore, the Court concludes that Palma I cannot be used as res judicata (claim preclusion) in 

this case. 

Collateral Estoppel from Palma I 

Although Palma I cannot be used as claim preclusion for this case, it could be used for collateral 

estoppel (issue preclusion) in certain circumstances. (Mycogen, 28 Cal. 4th at 899.) Issue 

preclusion or “[c]ollateral estoppel applies only if all of the following conditions are met: (1) the 

issue is identical to an issue decided in a prior proceeding; (2) the issue was actually litigated; 

(3) the issue was necessarily decided; (4) the decision in the prior proceeding is final and on the 

merits; and (5) the party against whom collateral estoppel is asserted was a party to the prior 

proceeding or in privity with a party to the prior proceeding. [Citation.]” (Robinson v. U-Haul Co. 

of California (2016) 4 Cal.App.5th 304, 321; see also Smith v. ExxonMobil Oil Corp. (2007) 153 

Cal.App.4th 1407, 1414.) 

Sabhlok cannot show that any particular issue, including res judicata, was actually litigated and 

necessarily decided in Palma I. As noted above, there are two versions in the Court file as to 

what happened when Palma I was dismissed. Neither version, however, would give rise to 

collateral estoppel. 

Start with the minutes, which say that the case was voluntarily dismissed by the plaintiff “without 

prejudice”. “Without prejudice” means “without prejudice”, and does not represent actual 

litigation or decision of anything except whether the suit keeps going. Sabhlok (who did not 

provide these minutes to the Court on this motion) does not argue that a dismissal without 

prejudice could preclude anything. 

The second version, from the judgment, does appear to recite that the basis for dismissal was 

res judicata. But that does not mean the issue was actually litigated or decided adversarially. 

Had the issue been in dispute, the court no doubt would not have entertained an oral motion for 

dismissal on res judicata (as the judgment apparently describes). Rather, if the matter were 

going to be litigated, it would have had to be done by noticed motion (or by other suitable 

procedure such as proof at trial upon an appropriate affirmative defense). That did not happen 

because (the judgment says) Palma’s counsel conceded the point, effectively stipulating to 

dismissal. If so, though, that is not litigation of the issue by the parties, nor actual decision by the 

court. (And as the next section will make clear, it is likely that if any such concession or 

stipulation occurred at all, it was likely improvident and probably would not have brought about 

the same result if actually litigated.) 
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Preclusion from Palma II 

Sabhlok’s moving papers did not make clear whether Sabhlok was also asserting any kind of 

preclusive effect from the result in Palma II, the unlawful detainer case brought by Sabhlok 

against Palma. Of course, Palma actually won that case, proving to Commissioner Richards’s 

satisfaction that there had been a valid lease renewal. Thus, there is no basis for collaterally 

estopping Palma from relitigating any issues he lost in Palma II. Conceivably, if Palma had 

contended in Palma II for a five-year renewal and Commissioner Richards had rejected the 

claim, finding only a two-year renewal, one might say that Palma “lost” the five-year claim. There 

is nothing before the Court now indicating that that was so, however. And even if it were, 

because a finding against a five-year renewal was not necessary to the judgment in the case 

(viz., rejection of Sabhlok’s unlawful detainer case), it is doubtful that it could have preclusive 

effect in any event. 

Sabhlok points out that there may be some factual inconsistencies in what Palma has 

contended in his various litigations – particularly with regard to whether the renewal was for two 

years or five. That point is not lost on the Court, and it may turn out to have substantive 

consequences on some other basis. It does not, however, give rise to either res judicata or 

collateral estoppel. 

That leaves Sabhlok’s twin and overlapping contentions that Palma’s present lease-related 

claims are barred by res judicata and the doctrine of claim preclusion because he was required 

to plead and litigate them in the unlawful detainer case. Those two descriptions are basically the 

same thing. (See, e.g., Hulsey v. Kohler (1990) 218 Cal.App.3d 1150, 1157-58.) 

This argument also fails. Cross-complaints are generally not permitted in unlawful detainer 

actions where possession is at issue. (See Knowles v. Robinson (1963) 60 Cal.2d 620, 626-27; 

see also Vella v. Hudgins (1977) 20 Cal.3d 251, 255.) Palma would not have been permitted to 

assert an affirmative cross-complaint in the UD action, and therefore cannot be precluded 

because of his omission to do so. 

Punitive Damages 

Defendant has also requested judgment on the pleadings as to Plaintiffs’ claims for punitive 

damages. A motion for judgment on the pleadings is not the proper procedure for seeking to 

strike a claim for punitive damages. Punitive damages are a type of requested relief and not a 

cause of action. Therefore, Defendant’s request as to punitive damages is denied, but without 

prejudice to Defendant raising the same issue in a procedurally proper motion.  

The Court grants Defendant’s requests for judicial notice of the documents in Exhibits A to H 

and J to L because those documents are filed in cases with this Court. Exhibit I is an incomplete 

copy of the judgment in the unlawful detainer case (Palma II); however, the Court takes judicial 

notice that Palma prevailed in that action and takes notice of the minute order from 1/29/2016 as 
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that order appears to be complete. In addition, the Court also takes judicial notice of the minute 

order from the 6/29/16 case management conference in Palma I. 

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00389 
CASE NAME: JEROME A SOBA CONSTR VS OWENS FINANCIAL 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FILED BY JEROME A. SOBA CONSTRUCTION, CO. INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion of plaintiff Jerome A. Soba Construction, Co. Inc. for leave to file a first amended 

complaint is granted. Plaintiff shall file and serve its proposed first amended complaint by July 

7, 2018.  

Although not raised by the parties, the Court notes that the moving party on this motion failed to 

comply with all the requirements in California Rules of Court, Rule 3.1324. The parties should 

comply with this rule, as well as all Rules of Court, at all times.  

There is “a policy of great liberality in permitting amendments to the complaint at any stage of 

the proceedings, up to and including trial [citations]…” (Magpali v. Farmers Group (1996) 48 

Cal.App.4th 471, 487.) However, leave to amend can be denied where there is “‘inexcusable 

delay and probable prejudice to the opposing party’… [Citation.]” (Ibid; see also Kittredge Sports 

Co. v. Superior Court (1989) 213 Cal.App.3d 1045, 1048 (even assuming there is unreasonable 

delay, “it is an abuse of discretion to deny leave to amend where the opposing party was not 

misled or prejudiced by the amendment”).)  

Plaintiff has not fully explained why it delayed in seeking leave to amend. Plaintiff’s original 

complaint was filed in February 2017. The first few months, however, were taken up by 

defendant’s (nearly frivolous) motion to compel arbitration. Plaintiff’s attorney states that the 

parties participated in mediation in September 2017, which was ultimately unsuccessful. 

(Chiarelli Decl. ¶ 5.) Plaintiff’s attorney then states that “Defendant has continued its bad faith 

conduct toward plaintiff requiring the amendment of its complaints.” (Chiarelli Decl. ¶ 5.) There 

is no further explanation offered as to what this bad faith conduct was or why it spurred the need 

to file an amended complaint. Nor is there any explanation as to why this motion was not filed 

until April 2018. Based on the dearth of information provided by Plaintiff, the Court finds that 

Plaintiff unreasonably delayed.  
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Having found that the Plaintiff unreasonably delayed, the question now is whether Defendant 

would be prejudiced by the filing of the proposed amended complaint. Even if there was 

unreasonable delay, the Court will still give leave to amend unless the other side is prejudiced 

by the delay. (Magpali, 48 Cal.App.4th at 487; Kittredge, 213 Cal.App.3d at 1048.) Magpali 

discussed the kind of prejudice that exists when adding a new claim to a lawsuit on the eve of 

trial. In Magpali, the court found that when preparing to defend certain claims the defendant had 

“not discovered or deposed many of the witnesses who would support the new allegations,” or 

marshalled certain evidence in opposition of the new allegations. (48 Cal.App.4th 471, 486-87.) 

Magpali went on to state that “[w]here the trial date is set, the jury is about to be impaneled, 

counsel, the parties, the trial court, and the witnesses have blocked the time, and the only way 

to avoid prejudice to the opposing party is to continue the trial date to allow further discovery, 

refusal of leave to amend cannot be an abuse of discretion.” (Id. at 488.)  

Defendant argues that it will be prejudice because it already propounded some written discovery 

on Plaintiff and received Plaintiff’s answers in August 2017. Defendant argues that the amended 

complaint would require Defendant to serve additional discovery and file additional motions. 

Plaintiff states, and Defendant does not dispute, that no depositions have been taken and there 

is no trial date. The Court concludes that Defendant will not be prejudiced by the filing of the 

proposed amended complaint. In appropriate cases, the Court will condition leave to amend on 

the moving party agreeing to certain conditions. Here, however, the Court sees no need to 

impose conditions on the parties as part of granting this motion since there is no trial date and 

no depositions have been taken.  

Defendant has also argued that the proposed amended complaint fails to state a valid cause of 

action because Plaintiff lacks standing, the contract is not attached or the terms alleged 

verbatim and the proposed complaint does not alleged wrongful conduct. Leave to amend can 

be denied where the proposed amendment is insufficient to state a cause of action, however, 

this rule is most appropriate “in cases in which the insufficiency of the proposed amendment is 

established by controlling precedent and where the insufficiency could not be cured by further 

appropriate amendment.” (Cal. Casualty Gen. Ins. Co. v. Superior Court (1985) 173 Cal.App.3d 

274, 280-81.) Here, Defendant’s arguments are most appropriate for a demurrer. In addition, the 

Court reminds the parties that should Defendant decide to demur to the first amended 

complaint, the parties must first engage in a meet and confer process as required by Code of 

Civil Procedure § 430.41. The Court expects the parties to take the meet and confer processes 

seriously and engage in a good faith effort to resolve any differences they have regarding the 

complaint.  Indeed, the Court has allowed extra time in its deadline for filing the First Amended 

Complaint, with the intent that the attorneys can use that time to meet and confer before the 

FAC is filed – possibly eliminating the need for either a demurrer or a Second Amended 

Complaint. 

The Court concludes that Defendant will not be prejudiced by the filing of the proposed 

amended complaint and that Defendant’s arguments on the substance of the amended 
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complaint are better addressed in a demurrer. Therefore, the Court grants Plaintiff’s motion for 

leave to file its amended complaint. 

Defendant’s requests for judicial notice are granted as unopposed.  

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00862 
CASE NAME: KOSI VS LITTMAN 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended CROSS COMPLAINT of WINDELER 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP, INC. FILED BY JOHN A KOSI, DIANA L KOSI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This demurrer has been withdrawn by stipulation. 

  

14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01569 
CASE NAME: BOTELHO-TIEGS VS. BOTELHO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL FILED BY WILMA 
BOTELHO-TIEGS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear in person for an in camera hearing as to grounds for withdrawal. 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01569 
CASE NAME: BOTELHO-TIEGS VS. BOTELHO 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Court understands that a conservator was appointed very recently.  The CMC is therefore 
continued to October 17, 2018 at 8:30 a.m. 
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16.  TIME: 9:00  CASE#: MSC17-01910 
CASE NAME: WOLD VS SZOKE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR VACATE JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL FILED BY 
DEBRA LYNNE WOLD 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s motion under Code of Civil Procedure § 473 for relief from dismissal is granted.  The 
order of February 14, 2018 dismissing this action is vacated.  Plaintiff is given 120 days from 
today in which to file a proof that the summons was served by publication in the East Bay 
Times, as authorized in the Court’s order of last October (or otherwise, if defendant can be 
located in the meantime). 
 
The case is set for Case Management Conference on January 14, 2019, at 8:30 a.m. 
 

  

17.  TIME:  9:00  CASE#: MSC18-00249 
CASE NAME: PACPIZZA VS CERTAIN UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD’S 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of PACPIZZA, LLC FILED BY 
CERTAIN UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD'S LONDON SUBS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
  
The demurrer of defendant Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s, London (Lloyds) is overruled.  

Defendant shall file and serve its Answer on or before July 6, 2018. 

Lloyds’s request for judicial notice is denied. 

The Underlying Employee Litigations 

Plaintiffs Pacpizza, LLC and Southern Pacpizza, LLC own and operate a number of Pizza Hut 

restaurants.  The present lawsuit is an insurance coverage dispute, concerning coverage for two 

employment lawsuits brought against plaintiffs. 

The Oregel suit was filed in this County in 2012 against Pacpizza.  It asserted class-action 

claims for alleged failures to reimburse employees’ employment-related expenses, in violation of 

Labor Code § 2802.  It also included derivative causes of action under the UCL and PAGA, 

resting on the same alleged unlawful conduct.  The case was settled in 2017.  The settlement 

requires Pacpizza to make payments totaling $2.25 million over a period of several years. 

The O’Brien suit was filed in 2013 in Riverside County against Southern Pacpizza (and other 

defendants), again as a class action.  It included the same alleged § 2802 violations, and a 

number of additional claims:  failure to provide meal periods (or compensation in lieu) (Labor 

Code § 226.7); failure to provide rest periods (or compensation in lieu) (§ 226.7); failure to pay 

wages timely upon separation (§§ 201, 202); failure to provide required itemized wage 

statements and retain records (§§ 226(a), 1174); civil penalties for the foregoing violations 

(§ 2698); and a derivative UCL cause of action.  The O’Brien suit is still pending. 
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Plaintiffs tendered these suits to defendant Lloyds.  Lloyds took the position that its 

responsibility is limited to a capped amount for cost of defense – $250,000 as to Pacpizza and 

the Oregel suit, and $150,000 as to Southern Pacpizza and the O’Brien suit.  It has accordingly 

paid a total of $400,000 to plaintiffs and refuses any further liability or involvement. 

The Present Coverage Lawsuit and Demurrer 

Plaintiffs filed the present case for insurance coverage concerning the Oregel and O’Brien suits.  

They contend that under their policies with Lloyds, Lloyds is liable for indemnification, not just 

defense costs, and that the defense cost coverage is not subject to the caps asserted by Lloyds.  

The first three causes of action in the present complaint are asserted by Pacpizza, relating to 

the Oregel suit:  (1) for breach of contract; (2) for tortious breach of the covenant of good faith 

and fair dealing; and (3) for declaratory relief.  The fifth, sixth, and seventh causes of action are 

substantially parallel, asserted by Southern Pacpizza relating to the O’Brien suit (except that the 

latter causes of action do not seek damages for indemnification, since O’Brien has not reached 

judgment or settlement). 

The fourth and eighth causes of action are asserted only against Doe defendants, and are not 

involved in this demurrer. 

Lloyds demurs to all of the causes of action pleaded against Lloyds.  It contends that, as a 

matter of law and contract language, its responsibility under its insurance policies with plaintiffs 

is limited to the $400,000 it has already paid in capped cost-of-defense coverage. 

Neither side argues or mentions any distinctions among each plaintiff’s three causes of action, 

for purposes of this demurrer.  They also agree that, as between Pacpizza and Southern 

Pacpizza, the coverage issues are presented identically as to the underlying claims for violation 

of § 2802 (reimbursement of expenses).  Because the O’Brien suit asserts a broader set of 

underlying alleged violations, however, Southern Pacpizza’s claims present additional coverage 

issues not applicable to Pacpizza and the Oregel suit. 

Principles of Interpretation of Insurance Coverage 

Interpretation of an insurance policy is a question of law.  (Waller v. Truck Ins. Exchange, Inc. 
(1985) 11 Cal.4th 1, 18.) 

The interpretation of an insurance policy corresponds to the interpretation of 
contracts generally.  The parties' mutual intention when they form the contract 
governs interpretation; ‘[t]he fundamental goal of contractual interpretation is to 
give effect to the mutual intention of the parties.’...  If possible, we infer this intent 
solely from the written provisions of the insurance policy....  If the policy language 
is clear and explicit, it governs....  When interpreting a policy provision, we must 
give its terms their ordinary and popular sense, unless used by the parties in a 
technical sense or a special meaning is given to them by usage....  We must also 
interpret these terms in context ..., and give effect to every part of the policy with 
each clause helping to interpret the other....  A policy provision will be considered 
ambiguous when it is capable of two or more constructions, both of which are 
reasonable....  But language in a contract must be interpreted as a whole, and in 
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the circumstances of the case, and cannot be found to be ambiguous in the 
abstract.... 

On the other hand, “[i]f the terms of a promise are in any respect ambiguous or 
uncertain, it must be interpreted in the sense in which the promisor believed, at 
the time of making it, that the promisee understood it.” ...  This rule, as applied to 
a promise of coverage in an insurance policy, protects not the subjective beliefs 
of the insurer but, rather, ‘the objectively reasonable expectations of the 
insured....  Only if this rule does not resolve the ambiguity do we then resolve it 
against the insurer. 

Thus in determining whether a policy provides coverage based on policy 
language that is claimed to be ambiguous, the court must first attempt to 
determine whether coverage is consistent with the insured's objectively 
reasonable expectations. In so doing, the court must interpret the language in 
context, with regard to its intended function in the policy....  This is because 
language in a contract must be construed in the context of that instrument as a 
whole, and in the circumstances of that case, and cannot be found to be 
ambiguous in the abstract. 

ACS Systems, Inc. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 137, 146-47 
(internal quotations and citation largely omitted).) 

Courts generally resolve ambiguities in favor of coverage and interpret the coverage clauses of 
insurance policies broadly, to protect the objectively reasonable expectations of the insured.  
(Montrose Chemical Corp. v. Admiral Ins. Co. (1995) 10 Cal.4th 645, 667.)  Coverage 
exclusions and limitations are strictly construed against the insurer and liberally in favor of the 
insured.  (Meraz v. Farmers Ins. Exch. (2001) 92 Cal.App.4th 321, 324-25.)   

“[A]n insurer [demurring] based on insurance policy language must establish conclusively that 
this language unambiguously negates beyond reasonable controversy the construction alleged 
in the body of the complaint....  To meet this burden, an insurer is required to demonstrate that 
the policy language supporting its position is so clear that parol evidence would be inadmissible 
to refute it....  Absent this showing, the court must overrule the demurrer and permit the parties 
to litigate the issue in a context that permits the development and presentation of a factual 
record, e.g., summary judgment or trial.”  (Qualcomm, Inc. v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, 
London (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th 184, 192, quoting another case (internal quotations omitted).) 

The Wage and Hour Coverage Amendatory Endorsement 

Ordinarily, in an insurance coverage dispute one might expect first to argue about whether the 

body of the policy provides coverage, before turning to the effect of any riders or exclusions.  

Here, however, both sides argue first and most forcefully about whether, and to what extent, 

Lloyds’s coverage responsibility is limited by a key endorsement focusing more particularly on 

the class of underlying lawsuit presented here.  That may be because the analysis of the 

endorsement bears on the terms of coverage. 

The Court will follow the parties’ lead and discuss the endorsement first.  It reads, in relevant 

part: 
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Wage and Hour.  This Policy does not cover any Loss resulting from any Claim 

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly connected or related to, or in any 

way alleging violation(s) of any foreign, federal, state, or local, wage and hour or 

overtime law(s), including without limitation, the Fair Labor Standards Act; 

however, we will pay Defense Costs up to, but in no event greater than $______ 

for any such Claim(s), without any liability to us to pay such sums that any 

Insured shall become legally obligated to pay….  The wage, hour and overtime 

coverage provided by this endorsement applies only to Claims which seek 

wages earned solely and exclusively after the retroactive date listed in the 

Schedule of this endorsement; but where the wage, hour or overtime Claim was 

first made against you during the Policy Period…. 

The blank is filled in as $250,000 in the Pacpizza policy, and $150,000 in the Southern Pacpizza 

policy. 

Lloyds’s principal argument on this demurrer is that the first part of this endorsement squarely 

excludes all coverage for the two underlying suits, beyond the $400,000 already paid for 

defense costs.  Lloyds argues that every claim asserted in the Oregel and O’Brien suits is a 

claim “based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly connected or related to, or in any way 

alleging violation(s) of any foreign, federal, state, or local, wage and hour or overtime law(s)”.  If 

so, the first half-sentence of the endorsement expressly excludes any coverage for “Loss”, 

except to the extent that the second half of the first sentence creates a capped responsibility for 

defense costs. 

“Claims which seek wages” as a limitation on the exclusion 

Plaintiffs respond, first and most vigorously, with an across-the-board counterattack based on 

language lower down in the endorsement:  “The wage, hour and overtime coverage provided by 

this endorsement applies only to Claims which seek wages earned solely and exclusively after 

the retroactive date listed in the Schedule of this endorsement; but where the wage, hour or 

overtime Claim was first made against you during the Policy Period.”  Plaintiffs focus on the 

phrase, “applies only to Claims which seek wages…”, ignoring the words immediately 

preceding and following that phrase.  This phrase, they argue, means that the entire 

endorsement – and in particular, the coverage exclusion at the start of the endorsement – is 

limited strictly to underlying claims seeking wages as the relief sought.  “Claims which seek 

wages” is a narrower category than claims “based upon … wage and hour or overtime law(s)”.  

(Plaintiffs thus would have the endorsement focus on the specific relief available in the 

underlying suits, rather than the gravamen of the violations alleged.)  Plaintiffs point out that 

many of the claims asserted by the employees in the underlying suits would give rise to forms of 

relief other than wages (e.g., back- or front-pay), such as statutory penalties, attorney fees, and 

other forms of relief. 

Plaintiffs’ “wages only” argument fails. 

The first sentence of the endorsement is divided by a semicolon into two separate and 

contrasting provisions.  The first, before the semicolon, is an exclusion, relating principally to 

indemnification (that is, damages or settlement amounts owed to the underlying plaintiffs).  The 
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second part (after the semicolon), by contrast, is principally a coverage provision, relating to 

defense costs (what the insureds pay to litigate the underlying suits).  Critically, the “Claims” 

covered by the two halves of this sentence are identical.  The Claims for which defense-cost 

coverage is provided are “such Claims”, referring to the antecedent description of 

wage/hour/overtime Claims found in the exclusion provision. 

The flaw in plaintiffs’ argument is that the phrase they invoke (which they incorrectly describe as 

being in the “same sentence” as the exclusion provision) has to do with the defense-cost 

coverage provided, not with the indemnification coverage excluded.  It states:  “The wage, hour 

and overtime coverage provided by this endorsement applies only to Claims which seek wages 

earned…”.  Not by any reasonable reading can this be transformed into:  “The wage, hour and 

overtime coverage excluded is limited to claims which seek wages….” 

Consider how plaintiffs’ logic would play out if the carrier were denying even defense-cost 

coverage on this language.  Plaintiffs argue that the “Claims which seek wages” language must 

be read as narrowing the broader definition of claims found earlier in the endorsement (claims 

based on, etc. any wage/hour/overtime laws).  But the definition of “Claims” covered by the 

endorsement is the same for the coverage provision as for the exclusion provision.  Thus, if 

plaintiffs are right that the entire endorsement is limited in scope to Claims “seeking wages”, that 

would curtail the defense-cost coverage at least as readily as it would curtail the indemnification 

exclusion – indeed, more readily if anything, since the “seeking wages” language actually occurs 

and refers to the coverage half of the endorsement, not the exclusion half.  In other words, 

Lloyds would not owe even defense costs as to any claims outside the narrow category of 

“claims seeking wages”.  And as plaintiffs point out, by their reading that means most or all of 

the claims asserted in the underlying suits here.  Plaintiffs’ contention would bid fair to talk their 

way out of entitlement to even the $400,000 already paid. 

Given that the term “Losses” includes defense costs, the two halves of the first sentence of the 
endorsement must be taken as (first) an exclusion of coverage for all Losses (including defense 
costs), followed by an exception to the exclusion for defense costs (up to a cap).  If the 
language concerning “Claims seeking wages” had the substantive effect that plaintiffs argue, 
then, it would represent a limitation on an exception from an exclusion.  But coverage clauses, 
exclusion clauses, exceptions to exclusions, and limitations to exceptions to exclusions are like 
nesting Russian dolls.  Each is smaller than the one that preceded it.  The words that limit the 
exception to the exclusion do not also limit the exclusion.  Construing them to do so would be a 
strained construction and would improperly rewrite the exclusion.  “Although [courts] construe all 
provisions, conditions, or exceptions that tend to limit liability strictly against the insurer ... strict 
construction does not mean strained construction....  [Courts] may not, under the guise of strict 
construction, rewrite a policy to bind the insurer to a risk that it did not contemplate and for 
which it has not been paid.”  (Safeco Ins. Co. v. Gilstrap (1983) 141 Cal.App.3d 524, 532.)  

The scope of the exclusion for wage/hour/overtime claims 

With this “Claims seeking wages” underbrush cleared out, the key question becomes clear as to 

the scope of the exclusion.  What is excluded is all Claims “based upon … wage and hour or 

overtime law(s)”, whether the relief sought is wages or something else.  The key question, then, 
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is this:  Do the various claims asserted in the Oregel and O’Brien suits constitute Claims based 

on wage and hour or overtime statutes? 

So framed, this question is not difficult as to most of the claims asserted in the O’Brien suit – 

namely those relating to rest periods, meal periods, prompt payment of wages upon separation, 

accurate pay stubs, and accurate pay records.  Plaintiffs attempt no argument that any of these 

claims does not arise under a “wage and hour or overtime law”. 

The more challenging question, however, is how to characterize the remaining claim (the only 

claim asserted in Oregel, and also asserted in O’Brien) – the claim for non-reimbursement of 

employment-related expenses under Labor Code § 2802. 

To be enforceable, any provision that takes away or limits coverage reasonably expected by an 
insured must be conspicuous, plain and clear.  (Haynes v. Farmers Ins. Exchange (2004) 32 
Cal.4th 1198, 1204.)  “Thus, any such limitation must be placed and printed so that it will attract 
the reader’s attention.  Such a provision also must be stated precisely and understandably, in 
words that are part of the working vocabulary of the average layperson....  The burden of 
making coverage exceptions and limitations conspicuous, plain and clear rests with the insurer.”  
(Ibid.)  The rule that exclusionary language must be conspicuous, plain and clear applies only 
when the insured has a reasonable expectation of coverage.  (Id. at 1213.)  Whether an insured 
has a reasonable expectation of coverage is a question of law.  (Nat'l Auto & Casualty Ins. Co. 
v. Stewart (1990) 223 Cal.App.3d 452, 461.) 

The parties do not cite any California state cases concerning the precise question and policy 
language at issue here.  They cite three federal district court cases, two favoring the insurer and 
one the insured.  (See Phase II Transp., Inc. v. Carolina Cas. Ins. Co. (2017) 228 F.Supp.3d 
999 (favoring the insurer); Admiral Ins. Co. v. Kay Auto. Distributors, Inc. (C.D. Cal. 2015) 82 
F.Supp.3d 1175 (favoring the insurer); and Hanover Ins. Co. v. Poway Acad. of Hair Design, Inc. 
(S.D. Cal. 2016) 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 158041 (favoring the insured).  The Court views 
Hanover as the better reasoned decision.  The other two cases give too little weight to their duty 
to: demand conspicuous, plain, and clear exclusions; consider the reasonable expectations of a 
lay employer; construe ambiguities in favor of the insured; and sustain demurrers only if the 
insurer’s interpretation of the agreement is the only reasonable one. 

Section 2802(a) provides:  “An employer shall indemnify his or her employee for all necessary 

expenditures or losses incurred by the employee in direct consequence of the discharge of his 

or her duties, or of his or her obedience to the directions of the employer, even though unlawful, 

unless the employee, at the time of obeying the directions, believed them to be unlawful.”  It 

must be noted that nothing in this statute says anything about wages, or about hours, or about 

overtime.  And indeed, one of the two main thrusts of the section is about indemnifying 

employees against third-party suits and the like – which not even Lloyds tries to characterize as 

a wage/hour/overtime law. 

Lloyds argues that because expense reimbursement bears on the economics of how much an 

employer pays its employees, that part of § 2802(a) is a law governing “wages” – hardly a 

natural reading of either the statute or the word “wages”.  Labor Code § 200(a), for example, 

defines “wages” as “all amounts for labor performed by employees of every description, whether the 
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amount is fixed or ascertained by the standard of time, task, piece, commission basis, or other 

method of calculation”.  The Supreme Court has commented that this definition 

highlights a valid and important distinction between wages (as payment for labor 

performed) and business expense reimbursement. The amount payable as 

wages is subject to various statutory restrictions, including minimum  wage laws, 

which operate independently of, and in addition to, section 2802’s obligation of an 

employer to fully reimburse an employee's necessary business expenses.  The 

amount payable as wages may also be fixed by a contract of employment, and 

contractual agreements regarding employee compensation may or may not 

include specific terms governing business expense reimbursement. Because 

wages and expense reimbursement are conceptually distinct and subject to 

different statutory and sometimes also contractual constraints, an employer may 

not combine the payments for both in a way that would seriously hamper or 

effectively preclude enforcement of the various statutory and contractual 

obligations. 

Gattuso v. Hart-Hanks Shoppers (2007) 42 Cal.4th 554, 572.  The Gattuso court was speaking in a 

context only tangentially related to the present issue, and its remarks are not directly on point.  

They do raise a substantial caution, however, about whether a reasonable insured would 

naturally understand an exclusion of wage/hour/overtime-law claims as reaching an expense 

reimbursement claim. 

The problem with Lloyds’s argument (that expense reimbursement is a roundabout way of 

compensating employees and therefore “wages”) is that it proves too much.  There are many 

other ways in which employers provide things of economic value to their employees, such as 

subsidized health and dental insurance, pension plans, IRAs, employee discounts, and so on, 

all of which are commonly understood to be part of “compensation” – but none of which is 

commonly understood to be “wages”.  Are we to conclude that every law regulating these other 

forms of compensation – starting with ERISA – constitutes a wage/hour/overtime law?  No one 

would think so.  The Court sees no reason why a reimbursement law should be treated 

differently.  It is a part of compensation, but it is not the “wages” component of compensation. 

Lloyds and its federal citations rely heavily on In re Work Uniform Cases (2005) 133 Cal.App.4th 

328.  There are two strong reasons why the case is inapposite here.  First, it arose not in the 

insurance coverage context, but as an issue whether § 2802 conflicts with constitutional 

provisions granting governmental power to local governments and to the University Regents.  

The case thus was not decided in a context where one side (the carrier) is required to state its 

exclusions with an unusual degree of clarity, or where there is a rule of law resolving any 

ambiguities against that side.  And second, the holding of the case was not that uniform 

reimbursement is “wages”, but rather that it is “compensation”:  “[W]e conclude that payment to 

employees for work uniforms is part of the employees’ compensation and should be considered 

like any other part of wages, compensation or benefits.”  Id. at 338 (emphasis added).  As § 200 

and Gattuso reflect, “wages, compensation or benefits” is a far broader category than just 

“wages”.  But “wages” (along with hours and overtime) – not benefits or other forms of 
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compensation – are what are covered by an exclusion of “based upon … wage and hour or 

overtime law(s)”.  Reimbursements may be similar to or related to wages, but they do not 

constitute wages. 

Beyond that, the two federal cases cited by Lloyds raise makeweight policy arguments about 

moral hazard.  (E.g., Admiral, 82 F.Supp.3d at 1180, quoting from Farmers Auto. Ins. v. St. Paul 

Mercury Ins. (7th Cir. 2007) (Posner, J.).  The concerns the judges identify are real (at least until 

policy-renewal time comes around), but they are not for the judiciary to fix by overreading policy 

language.  Respectfully, these passages of the federal decisions read more like a decision on a 

common-law tort question than on interpretation of insurance policy language.  They seem to 

reflect the judges’ views as to what policy provisions a sensible carrier ought to include, rather 

than how a reasonable insured would read the language that actually was used.  If a carrier is 

concerned about this moral hazard, though, its remedy is plain enough:  It would be perfectly 

easy, for example, to include “employee reimbursement laws” in the list of what is excluded. 

Policy arguments of this kind may indeed fairly bear on what readings of policy language are or 

are not reasonable, for purposes of ascertaining whether the language is ambiguous and 

therefore to be construed against the carrier.  But where the language is ambiguous at best – 

where, as here, one can read an exclusion for wage/hour/overtime laws as reaching 

reimbursement laws only via an unnatural expansion of the word “wage” – these policy 

arguments cannot suffice to patch up language that on its own is not sufficiently clear to warrant 

an expansive reading of the policy exclusion.  In an insurance context, the reasonable 

expectations of lay persons (and here, more particularly, reasonable lay employers) is what is 

relevant, not those of judges, insurers, or employment lawyers.  A reasonable employer, 

unversed in the law and not consulting an attorney before he purchased insurance, might well 

believe that a law stating when or how much an employee must be paid is different from a law 

stating whether an employee must be reimbursed for necessary business expenses.  Such an 

employer would not assume that all laws in the Labor Code imposing obligations on the 

employer are considered wage and hour laws, regardless of whether they say anything about 

wages, whether they affect total compensation, and where they appear in the Labor Code. 

Inappropriate Employment Conduct 

Turning now from the cart to the horse:  Though principally relying on the exclusion language of 
the Wage and Hour Coverage Amendatory Endorsement, Lloyds also circles back to an 
argument that (aside from the endorsement) the § 2802 claims do not fit the basic coverage 
definitions in the body of the policies.  The policies contain their own exclusion of 
wage/hour/overtime claims, but Lloyds does not argue separately as to that language (except, 
perhaps, in a brief mention in the reply brief).  Presumably that is either because the argument 
is identical to the one made as to the endorsement’s exclusion, or because the endorsement 
(speaking more specifically to this particular problem) would be taken as superseding general 
policy language.  In any event Lloyds gives the Court no reason to rule differently here from its 
ruling above as to the endorsement language. 

Lloyds does argue, however, that the underlying claims do not fit the policies’ definition of 
“Inappropriate Employment Conduct” so as to fit within the policies’ coverage. 
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The Court approaches this contention with some caution.  To be sure, Lloyds is entitled to 

whatever clear policy language it can find in the policies here, including language limiting the 

scope of “Losses” and “Claims”.  But the policy’s definitions of “Losses” and “Claims” apply 

uniformly throughout the entire policy, including the Wage and Hour Coverage Amendatory 

Endorsement – and, more pointedly, including the provision in that endorsement providing up to 

$250,000 (or $150,000) in coverage for the costs of defending against wage/hour/overtime 

Claims.  So if (as Lloyds argues) the present underlying claims are not Claims for purposes of 

coverage under the policy at all, then they would also not be Claims for purposes of this 

defense-cost endorsement.  Yet Lloyds has in fact already paid out $400,000 (the policy 

maximum) on the basis that the Oregel and O’Brien suits are indeed “Claims” for purposes of 

defense-cost coverage.  The Court does not necessarily take that as a binding admission on 

Lloyds’s part (an argument not asserted).  But it does observe that it would be a dubious 

practice for a carrier to sell its insureds some $400,000 worth of what purports to be defense-

cost coverage for wage/hour/overtime suits, only to turn around and assert that no 

wage/hour/overtime suits (or very few) could ever qualify as “Claims” in the first place. 

The parties agree that the underlying suits can constitute “Claims”, and any liability or settlement 
thereof can constitute “Losses”, only if they fall within the policies’ definition of “Inappropriate 
Employment Conduct”.  That definition lists twelve categories of events, of which three are 
asserted to apply here:  (4) “any actual or alleged employment related misrepresentation to an 
Employee”; (10) “any failure to adopt, implement or enforce employment related policies or 
procedures”; and (12) “any other employment related workplace tort”. 

The Court agrees with plaintiffs as to item (10), “any failure to adopt, implement or enforce 
employment related policies or procedures”.  Both of the underlying suits contain express 
allegations that the refusal to reimburse employee expenses under § 2802 are policies of the 
employers.  (See the paragraphs quoted in the opposition brief at p.17, fn 7.)  And even if they 
were not explicit in this respect, that is surely a reasonable implication of a general allegation of 
broad-scale refusals to reimburse.  There are only three possibilities:  (a) the employer has a 
policy not to pay legally required reimbursements, which would be a failure to adopt an 
appropriate policy or procedure; (b) the employer has a policy to pay such reimbursements but 
they aren’t being paid anyway, which would be a failure to implement or enforce the policy; or 
(c) the employer has no policy on point, which again would be a failure to adopt an appropriate 
policy or procedure. 

Lloyds argues that the California Dairies case (Cal. Dairies, Inc. v. RSUI Indem. Co. (E. Dist. 
Cal. 2009) 617 F.Supp.2d 1023, aff’d mem. (9th Cir. 2011) 462 Fed.Appx.722) “soundly 
rejected” the argument that an underlying complaint that makes reference to internal policies or 
practices regarding employee meal breaks, itemized wage statements, and reimbursement of 
business expenses equates to a covered claim for “failure to adopt, implement or enforce 
employment related policies or procedures,” But that is not what that court said:  “The underlying 
complaint does not mention or concern internal organizational policies at [California Dairies.]”  
(Id. at 1050.)  This Court wonders whether that is a fair characterization of the complaint in that 
case – but it certainly does not describe the complaints in the underlying suits here. 

The Court is not persuaded by plaintiffs’ reliance on items (4) or (12).  Because the Court 
overrules the demurrer on the strength of item (10), however, there is no need to analyze those 
in detail. 
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18.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00660 
CASE NAME: MERRIOUNS VS RIVERSHORE APTS 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of MERRIOUNS FILED BY 
PRIME/RIVERSHORE LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s unopposed demurrer to the first cause of action in the complaint is sustained 
without leave to amend.  The cause of action is plainly barred by res judicata. 
 
Defendant’s request for judicial notice is granted. 
 
Plaintiff Merriouns was a tenant at a building owned by defendant.  Her first cause of action, for 
breach of the covenant of habitability, assets a lengthy list of alleged unhealthy or unacceptable 
conditions in the building.  These allegations have previously been made in two prior litigations 
between the same two parties.  Merriouns asserted the same list of defects in her answer to the 
landlord’s unlawful detainer case.  She also asserted uninhabitability as her cause of action in a 
small claims case against the landlord.  Both of those cases went to trial, and in both cases the 
verdicts and judgments were against Merriouns. 
 
The unlawful detainer judgment is not res judicata as to the present uninhabitability claim, 
because Merriouns would not have been allowed to assert and litigate her own affirmative claim 
for damages in that setting.  (E.g., Knowles v. Robinson (1963) 60 Cal.2d 620, 626-27; see also 
Vella v. Hudgins (1977) 20 Cal.3d 251, 255.)  If the record on this demurrer were more fully 
presented, it could establish collateral estoppel.  Merriouns’s answer in the unlawful detainer 
case contains the same list of alleged defects and health problems as the present complaint.  
The case was tried on its merits, and the judgment appears to document that Merriouns was at 
the trial.  If that trial included Merriouns’s unsuccessful presentation of these asserted defects as 
defenses, her loss on that issue would collaterally estop her from making the same assertions 
now.  The record before the Court on this motion does not definitively establish, however, that 
her uninhabitability allegations were actually and fully litigated in that trial.  They may well have 
been, but that cannot be ascertained definitively on this demurrer record. 
 
The small claims action, on the other hand, does constitute res judicata regardless of what 
actually happened or didn’t happen at the small claims trial.  A plaintiff cannot present a given 
cause of action first in a small claims case (win or lose), and then present the same cause of 
action in a second action.  E.g., Bailey v. Brewer (2011) 197 Cal.App.4th 781.  Here, the small-
claims complaint contains greatly less detail than the present complaint, but it shows 
unambiguously that the claim being asserted there is identical to the one asserted in the present 
first cause of action – “inhabitabilities & Bio hazard conditions and repairs – unfitted repairs”.  
Either Merriouns did actually present these same detailed assertions at that trial, or else she 
could have done so.  Either way, she is barred from seeking to assert a claim based on such 
assertions now.  The small claims case was tried, and the judgment was against Merriouns.  
That is sufficient to bar any subsequent affirmative claim by Merriouns based on alleged 
uninhabitability of the premises, whether the precise details of her claim were the same or not. 
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(The plaintiff’s name in the small claims case was “Marian Banks”, not “Marian Merriouns”.  
Plaintiff’s answer in the unlawful detainer case, however, identifies her as “Marian Banks 
Merriouns”, and the answer’s allegations – which are otherwise substantially word-for-word 
identical to the allegations in the present case – are sufficient to establish that Marian Banks 
(the small-claims plaintiff) is the same person as Marian Merriouns (the present plaintiff).) 
 
The Court denies leave to amend as to the first cause of action, because any possible 
amendment of the uninhabitability theory would be barred by res judicata.  In Line 19, however, 
the Court is granting leave to amend as to an unrelated item.  If plaintiff elects to amend within 
the time there allowed, defendant’s time to answer (as to the second cause of action, for 
retaliatory eviction) will follow in ordinary course from the date of service of the First Amended 
Complaint.  If the time for amendment passes without amendment, defendant must file and 
serve its answer to the present complaint within 14 days after the lapsed deadline to amend. 
 

  

19.  TIME: 9:00  CASE#: MSC18-00660 
CASE NAME: MERRIOUNS VS RIVERSHORE APTS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR STRIKE COMPLAINT FILED BY 
PRIME/RIVERSHORE LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s unopposed motion to strike seeks to strike a number of the items listed in the 
prayer for relief in plaintiff’s complaint.  The motion is granted.  Leave to amend is denied as to 
Items 3, 6, 7, and 8 in the prayer.  Leave to amend is granted, however, as to Item 10. 
 
Items 3 (“Remove Eviction”), 6 (“Eviction expunged”), and 7 (“Eradicate the Judgment of 
$11,000”) are, on their face, attempts to undo the unlawful detainer judgment entered against 
plaintiff in February 2018 in an amount slightly larger than $11,000.  The same appears to be 
true of Item 8 (“Eradicate Fees Totaling $4,000”).  Neither the prayer nor the complaint’s 
allegations identify what “fees” this item refers to, but the Court takes it to mean the $4,052 in 
holdover damages included in the unlawful detainer judgment (and included in the overall 
judgment amount).  But if plaintiff thought the unlawful detainer judgment was erroneous, her 
remedy was to file an appeal from that judgment in the proper appellate court – not to file a new 
lawsuit seeking to overturn it or relitigate it.  Plaintiff’s complaint contains no allegations or 
theories that could possibly support a collateral attack on the prior judgment. 
 
Item 10 (“for punitive and exemplary damages according to statue [sic] and according to proof”) 
stands differently, though.  Punitive damages for retaliatory eviction are expressly authorized in 
Civil Code § 1942.5(h)(2).  But they are allowed only “where the lessor or agent has been guilty 
of fraud, oppression, or malice” with respect to the retaliatory eviction.  The complaint does not 
allege any such fraud, oppression, or malice.  The Court cannot take the allegation of retaliatory 
eviction itself as necessarily constituting “fraud, oppression, or malice”; to do so would render 
superfluous the additional requirements found in the statute.  Thus, while punitive damages may 
be available, plaintiff’s complaint does not contain sufficient allegations to support a prayer for 
them.  Plaintiff is given leave to amend to add such allegations if she chooses to do so. 
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Within 30 days after service of the Order After Hearing hereon, plaintiff may file and serve a 
First Amended Complaint alleging a basis for including her prayer for punitive damages.  If she 
does not do so, that prayer (Item 10) will be deemed stricken. 

  

20.  TIME: :  9:00   CASE#: MSL17-02419 
CASE NAME: MERRICK BANK VS FAGGETT 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT UNDER STIPULATED 
SETTLEMENT FILED BY MERRICK BANK CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s motion for judgment pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 664.6 is granted.  
Judgment will be entered in favor of the plaintiff against the defendant in the amount of 
$2,225.00, inclusive of costs. 
 

 

21.  TIME: :  10:03   CASE#: MSN18-1180 
CASE NAME: CITY OF PITTSBURG VS THOMAS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR GRANT PETITION FOR COURT ORDER PERMITTING 
ENTRY ON PROPERTY FILED BY CITY OF PITTSBURG 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is taken off calendar for lack of service or notice.  The Court granted an ex parte 
application to shorten time, setting this date for the City’s petition for a court order permitting 
entry.  The papers submitted establish that the City properly gave notice of the ex parte 
application.  However, there is nothing in the Court’s file showing that the City then gave notice 
of the Court’s ex parte order, or of this hearing.  Nor does the Court file show that the petition 
itself has been served on respondents. 
 
If the City has given proper notice and service, then it may appear at the hearing and present 
proof thereof, and if the proof is satisfactory, the City may proceed with its petition.  
Respondents may appear to oppose the petition if they wish.  Respondents are not required to 
file opposition papers, nor to give notice of intent to contest this tentative. 
 

 


